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THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF PENNSYLVANIA

HOUSE RESOLUTION
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1990

INTRODUCED BY BOWLEY, D. R. WRIGHT, JADLOWIEC, DISTLER AND
BLACK, JUNE 28, 1990

REFERRED TO COMMITTEE ON RULES, JUNE 28, 1990

A RESOLUTION

1  Commemorating the tenth anniversary of the North Country
2     National Scenic Trail and commending the many people who have
3     assisted in building it.

4     WHEREAS, Ten years ago, the dream of many came a step closer

5  to reality with the passage of legislation that created the

6  North Country National Scenic Trail, which will wend its way

7  from New York to North Dakota through 3,200 miles of

8  breathtaking splendor. In recognition of this milestone, we

9  extend official praise to the members of the North Country Trail

10  Association as well as to the many volunteers, organizations and

11  government agencies that have joined forces to make this modern

12  wonder possible. Pennsylvania is proud to be such a significant

13  part of this scenic marvel and to offer the beauty of the

14  Alleghenies to citizens nationwide; and

15     WHEREAS, The North Country National Scenic Trail is a

16  monument to the natural beauty of our great nation, wending its

17  way across the pleasant mountains of one of our nation's most

18  scenic states. From the Ohio border to the New York border,



1  Pennsylvania offers scenic diversity through this awe-inspiring

2  journey. Of course, each of the seven states on this path across

3  America offers panoramic views, serenity and an opportunity to

4  experience wilderness and to see wildlife. Although there is

5  much work yet to be done, there have been many miles completed

6  and many goals accomplished in its brief but impressive history;

7  and

8     WHEREAS, The cooperative efforts that have made the North

9  Country National Scenic Trail possible are almost as impressive

10  as the natural beauty that this trail preserves. Excellent

11  illustrations of the teamwork include the trail maintenance

12  outings in Pennsylvania in 1989 and 1990. Sponsored by the North

13  Country Trail Association and the Allegheny Outdoor Club and

14  supported by the United States Forest Service, these successful

15  projects drew volunteers from Pennsylvania, Ohio and New York.

16  Many people worked hard to improve the existing trails and signs

17  on the North Country National Scenic Trail. Inspiring efforts

18  like these are occurring throughout the trail, ensuring the

19  success of this vast undertaking. Clearly, we are grateful to

20  all who have contributed to a wonderful gift that future

21  generations will long treasure; therefore be it

22     RESOLVED, That the House of Representatives commemorate the

23  tenth anniversary of the North Country National Scenic Trail and

24  commend the many people who have assisted in building it; and be

25  it further

26     RESOLVED, That a copy of this resolution be transmitted to

27  the North Country Trail Association as a reflection of the

28  General Assembly's respect.
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